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Abstract

While conventional interventions and evaluations address the symptoms of the learning crisis, there is growing acknowledgement that widespread and sustained learning improvements will require systems approaches that diagnose and address the root causes of low learning. This paper presents and applies three methods to evaluate education systems and inform how to improve system coherence for learning. First, we use learning trajectories to evaluate the dynamics of children’s learning in 22 low- and middle-income countries. Second, we present a set of principles called the ALIGNS principles and show how they can be used to evaluate and improve alignment of curricula, assessments, and teacher support and instruction. Finally, we present a systems diagnostic framework and apply it to a program in South Africa, showing how the program takes a systems approach to improve learning. These tools help concretize systems thinking and bring insights to bear on the design and evaluation of policies and programs intended to improve learning.
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Introduction

Systems thinking emphasizes the complex complementarities (Mbiti et al. 2019) and feedback loops that exist between different parts of a system, such that the effectiveness of any specific input or program is affected by the wider system and produces an emergent, often unexpected outcome (Pritchett 2015). Systems methods therefore deemphasize what works, and try instead to understand how the parts of the system fit together—or pull at cross purposes—to produce observed outcomes. The Research on Improving Systems of Education (RISE) Programme has sought to develop methods to evaluate education systems and point toward how to make their constituent parts more coherent for learning (Pritchett 2015; Spivack 2021).

Understanding how education systems deliver learning is critical in light of the global learning crisis. Nine out of 10 children in low-income countries cannot read and understand a simple text by age 10. The same is true for only 1 out of 10 of their peers in high-income countries (World Bank 2019). Although some of these children never went to school, the vast majority have spent years in school without learning to read (Save Our Future 2020). Despite almost all countries having made historic progress toward near-universal primary school enrollment, the amount that children learn in school in many countries has stagnated or even declined in recent decades (Le Nestour et al. 2022). There is increasing recognition that these trends constitute a learning crisis in developing countries (World Bank 2018; UNESCO et al. 2021).

Increased attention to the learning crisis has driven demand for better methods to diagnose its root causes. One effort in this direction has been increased scholarly attention to systems thinking in education (Pritchett, 2013; Faul and Savage, forthcoming). This turn has been driven in part by the shortcomings of conventional approaches to education reform, which typically seek to improve a single educational input at a time (textbooks, infrastructure, teacher qualifications) without developing a theory of why those inputs are deficient in the first place. The methodological counterpart to these conventional approaches has been a large literature of impact evaluations which, while well-identified, have been unable to explain the radical heterogeneity of impact across contexts (Evans and Popova 2016) or offer widely generalizable insights into the complex and highly context-dependent causal chains that mediate between an intervention and its outcomes. Would-be reformers are left with little guidance on what to prioritize to tackle the learning crisis in their particular education system.

This paper lies at the intersection of the learning crisis and systems thinking. We offer three tractable methods for evaluating education systems to better understand and ameliorate the root causes of the learning crisis. We illustrate each method through presenting empirical findings from a range of low- and middle-income country contexts.

Section 1 presents learning trajectories, a tool for evaluating the dynamics of learning as children progress through school. We leverage an international household survey, relying on observational cross-sectional data, to build learning trajectories for 22 low- and lower-middle-income countries and regions. Analysis of these trajectories demonstrates three key dynamics about learning: the year-on-year pace of learning is far too low; this slow pace of learning begins in the earliest years of primary school and compounds over time; and these trends are true for
most children, not just disadvantaged groups. Any effective intervention will need to account for the system dynamics of the learning crisis made visible by learning trajectories.

Section 2 argues that a primary driver of these observed dynamics is instructional incoherence, or the disconnect between the level of curriculum and instruction compared with what children know and can do. To evaluate incoherence in instruction, we present a set of principles that collectively call for Aligning Levels of Instruction with Goals and the Needs of Students (ALIGNS) principles (Hwa et al. 2020). We show how these ALIGNS principles provide a flexible model for making the key components of the instructional subsystem more internally coherent and how this has led to improvements in learning in a variety of programs.

Approaches to align instruction with children’s learning levels and needs are themselves embedded within the larger education system. Section 3 uses the RISE education systems framework to evaluate how a program took a systems approach to pursuing the ALIGNS principles. We apply the framework to the approach of Funda Wande, a nongovernmental organization in South Africa, and analyze the multiple parts of the system it engaged to successfully improve foundational learning. We also use the Funda Wande program to illustrate how the framework can be productively applied to situate any program within the wider system and analyze its coherence with other parts of the system.

Section 4 concludes with a discussion of how to apply these three tools and principles of systems thinking to begin to address the learning crisis in other low- and middle-income country contexts.

1. Learning trajectories: An empirical tool for education systems analysis

Learning trajectories provide insights into the dynamics of children’s learning. Learning trajectories describe how a skill level evolves over time. In this section, we focus on analyzing trajectories that show how children’s mastery of foundational skills, such as reading and numeracy, evolve as they progress through primary school.

Learning trajectories offer a perspective on education systems that is distinct from other, more common tools used to analyze learning. Most national assessments and international assessments tend to test students of just one age or grade. They produce a snapshot of learning in just the grade that is covered, and come relatively late in the schooling cycle. In contrast, learning trajectories use data from assessments that are administered to children of multiple ages or grades, and therefore show learning progression. In this way, learning trajectories offer a clearer diagnosis of system dynamics than typical learning outcomes data: they can establish not just the existence of the learning crisis, but also essential patterns in it. Recognizing these patterns can

---

1 Some papers we cite use the term learning profiles; we use learning profiles and learning trajectories synonymously.

2 For example, many countries administer national school-leaving exams at the end of primary and secondary school. International assessments include, among others, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s Programme for International Student Assessment, which is conducted with 15-year-olds still enrolled in school.
inform high-level prioritization of which policies do, and do not, stand a chance of significantly addressing the learning crisis in a particular context.

Below, we analyze learning profiles across 22 low- and lower-middle-income countries to answer three key questions about the dynamics of children’s learning in these countries:

1. Is schooling translating into learning?
2. When do children start to fall behind, and how does this shape later outcomes?
3. Are the answers to these questions different for advantaged and disadvantaged groups within countries (for example, the poor vs. the better off; boys vs. girls)?

We address these questions by building and analyzing learning trajectories using data collected by UNICEF in the sixth round of the Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys (MICS6), administered between 2017–2020. The MICS data set is the largest international household survey with a nationally representative module on children’s foundational learning (covering both children in and out of school). We include MICS6 data from all 22 publicly available low- and lower-middle-income countries and regions. The sixth survey round includes, for the first time, a module for children ages 7–14 measuring foundational reading and numeracy skills.

The assessment is calibrated to Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 4.1.1, which calls for all children to reach “minimum proficiency” in reading and mathematics by grade 2/3. Achieving reading or numeracy on the MICS6 assessment is equivalent to reaching the SDG of minimum proficiency for each subject area. This minimum standard of proficiency has been adopted by nearly every country in the world through their commitment to the SDGs.

We focus our analysis on reading skills, which reflect whether a child could read aloud a grade 2–3 level short story of around 70 words and answer five simple questions about it. The findings generally agree with the wider literature on learning trajectories analysis, which has drawn on multiple data sets from around the world.

3 The 20 countries and two Pakistani provinces in the data set are Bangladesh, Central African Republic, Chad, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), The Gambia, Ghana, Guinea Bissau, Madagascar, Kiribati, Kyrgyzstan, Lesotho, Mongolia, Nepal, Palestine, Punjab (Pakistan), Samoa, Sao Tome and Principe, Sierra Leone, Sindh (Pakistan), Togo, Tunisia, and Zimbabwe.
4 SDG Indicator 4.1.1 measures the “proportion of children and young people (a) in grades 2/3; (b) at the end of primary; and (c) at the end of lower secondary achieving at least a minimum proficiency level in (i) reading and (ii) mathematics, by sex.”
5 The threshold to pass the reading test was set as correctly reading 90 percent of the words in the approximately 70-word story, and then correctly answering all five questions (three literal questions and 2 inferential questions). If a child read less than 90 percent of the words correctly, or if they answered a single question incorrectly, they failed the reading test. This relatively stringent threshold is best thought of as a measure of mastery of foundational reading skills. Note that the MICS6 assessment measures reading accuracy and comprehension, but not fluency (there was no timed component to the test).
6 These include data sets as diverse as the Demographics and Health Surveys, Financial Inclusion Insights surveys, citizen-led assessments including ASER (in India) and Uwezo (in Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda), and the Indonesian Family Life Surveys. Analysis of these and other data sets are collected in a special issue of the International Journal of Educational Development (Kaffenberger, Crouch, and Savage 2021).
1.1. Systems must increase learning per year beginning in the earliest years of primary school

The first feature of education systems revealed by the MICS6 learning trajectories is the strikingly low absolute level of learning in all countries in the data set (Figure 1). In the average country, only 23 percent of grade 3 students can read. In only 2 out of 22 countries do half of grade 3 students achieve foundational reading skills. Furthermore, low learning persists. Even by the end of primary school, only 52 percent of grade 6 students in the average country have gained foundational reading skills (which the SDG expects by the grade 2–3 level).

Figure 1: Learning trajectories from 22 countries reveal that foundational learning is far short of global goals and that children fall behind early in primary school

Source: Authors’ calculations using MICS6 data. Data are representative of children in 22 countries and regions, all of which are low or lower-middle income. The threshold for foundational reading skills follows the definition in UNICEF (2020).

These low learning levels reflect large shortfalls in reaching the SDG for foundational skills. To reach the SDG for universal reading achievement, learning trajectories would need to be steep enough to reach 100 percent by grade 3. Instead, in most countries, most children are not
reaching this goal. Even when children are in school, they are not learning enough each year to reach even basic learning goals.\(^7\)

Shallow learning trajectories suggest that expanded access to schooling will not address the learning crisis. Other analysis has similar findings. Analyzing learning trajectories for 50 countries with Demographic and Health Surveys data, Pritchett and Sandefur (2020) find that among young women with six years of schooling and no higher, on average only half can read a simple sentence in a language of their choosing. The study suggests that even if all women had completed grade 6, 40 percent would remain functionally illiterate. Kaffenberger and Pritchett (2020) similarly find that across 10 low- and middle-income countries, half or less of young adults (men and women) who have completed primary school are functionally literate. Addressing the learning crisis will require much steeper learning trajectories.

A second dynamic of education systems visible in Figure 1 is that low learning trajectories have their origins in early primary school. By grade 3, children are already far behind global goals. Furthermore, most national curricula assume that children have learned to read by grade 3. Children who have not gained this foundational skill will begin to fall behind as the curricula assumes children can read. Because many assessments (such as national school-leaving exams and international assessments) occur late in the schooling cycle, much attention goes to low learning levels at the end of primary school or in secondary school. However, learning trajectories reveal that learning shortfalls begin much earlier. Efforts to steepen learning per year therefore are needed beginning in the early primary school grades to ensure that children master foundational skills.

A third systems dynamic that the learning trajectories make visible is that once children fall behind, they then tend to stay behind. Low learning persists. There is no country in the data set where the rate of learning per year increases dramatically enough after grade 3 to enable all children to catch up by grade 6. Even the relatively better-performing countries in the data set, such as Bangladesh, have a persistently shallow slope that leaves more than 1 in 4 children in grade 6 without foundational skills (which are expected by the SDG in grades 2–3).\(^8\)

Progress in the earlier years of school shapes later outcomes: the less a child learns in the early years of school, the less that child tends to learn in the later years. This makes sense because learning is a cumulative process where foundational skills are the scaffolding needed to learn higher-order skills (Belafi, Hwa, and Kaffenberger 2020). Said intuitively, children need to be able to read letters before words, and to read words before they can understand paragraphs.

\(^7\) Furthermore, the learning trajectories in Figure 1 are likely to be biased upward. In countries with high non-enrollment or high dropout, the children assessed in higher grades are likely to represent a subset of higher performers (Kaffenberger, Sobol, and Spindelman 2021). Therefore, these learning trajectories represent upper bounds of true learning per grade; true learning is likely even lower.

\(^8\) There is, of course, large variation in trajectories between countries. The variation in learning trajectories highlights the importance of analyzing learning trajectories for a particular context, as dynamics and therefore policy implications will differ. However, across the countries in Figure 1 even the best performers are far behind—in terms of trends and levels—on any reasonable absolute scale of learning.
Considered together, these dynamics point to the need for better instructional alignment in education systems. When children fail to learn foundational skills in the early grades, they quickly fall behind the pace of learning assumed by most curricula. As learning goals and curricula advance year-on-year, the misalignment between what is expected of children and what they can actually do compounds. These children fall ever further behind as they become increasingly less able to engage with classroom instruction. The shallow early trajectories seen in all countries in the data set remain shallow for the remainder of schooling. Other studies have related findings. A study in Indonesia found that the proportion of children who could complete a set of basic mathematics problems increased each year through grade 6, after which it flattened off (Beatty et al. 2021). Children who had not gained these skills by grade 6 did not gain them subsequently—they were left behind by the curriculum. Often children with lower learning drop out of school, limiting their future learning even further (Kaffenberger, Sobol, and Spindelman 2021).

The dynamics of children’s learning over time reveals the need for instructional realignment beginning in the earliest years of primary school, and following principles and diagnostics such as those described in Sections 2 and 3 below.

1.2. Learning is low for all demographic groups, pointing to the need for system-wide rather than targeted interventions

Learning trajectories can also be disaggregated to see if there are different dynamics at play for various demographic groups. Figure 2 shows that although there are important differences between more and less advantaged groups, these relative differences are small next to the overall gap to learning goals like the SDG. For example, averaging across the 22 countries, around 39 percent of children from the richest quintile of families in the typical country have gained foundational reading skills by grade 3, which is about 23 percentage points higher than for their peers in the poorest two quintiles. However, this gap is small in comparison to the 61 percent of rich children who can’t read. Even by Grade 6, only about two-thirds of children from the richest quintile can read at a skill level expected by the SDG three or four years earlier in school. Other learning trajectory analysis has similar findings confirming that even the most advantaged groups are often very far away from learning goals (Pritchett and Viarengo 2021).

Another instructive pattern in Figure 2 is the relative trajectories of boys and girls. Averaging across all 22 countries, the differences in learning between genders is less than 5 percentage points throughout primary school, and it is girls who hold a slight edge over boys in assessed skill levels. Although there is more variation at the country level, the same general patterns hold. Averaging within each country across the six primary grades, there are only 5 countries where boys’ and girls’ reading skills are separated by more than 5 percentage points, and in all 5 countries it is girls who are ahead of boys.

Figure 2: Learning trajectories averaged across 22 low and low-middle income countries show that learning is low for both advantaged and disadvantaged groups
Source: Authors’ calculations using MICS6 data. Data are averaged across 22 countries and regions, all of which are low or low-middle income. The threshold for foundational reading skills follows the definition proposed in UNICEF (2020). These data suggest that current education systems are broadly failing all groups of children, both the advantaged and disadvantaged. Reform agendas that target interventions to disadvantaged groups in the hopes of achieving equality with advantaged groups, whatever their justification on other grounds, will only partially address the learning crisis. Rather than redistributing resources within the current system toward specific demographic groups, these learning trajectories suggest a need for making structural realignments in the system that will increase learning for all children.

2. Principles for aligning instruction for learning

The three main findings based on learning trajectories in Section 1 are consistent with a need to better align education systems for learning. Low learning and shallow learning trajectories partly result from children falling further behind the level of the curriculum and instruction with each progressive year of schooling. In many countries curricula and instruction are overambitious relative to the actual quality of instruction, moving too fast for children to keep up (Pritchett and Beatty 2012; Kaffenberger and Pritchett 2020). When children do not master foundational skills like reading and mathematics in the early primary years, they are not able to engage in more
advanced topics in later grades (Belafi et al. 2020; Gordon et al. 2019). In India, for example, a study that assessed children against grade-based standards found that many children in grades 7 and 8 were at only a grade 2 curricular level (Muralidharan 2019; Muralidharan and Singh forthcoming). The official curriculum was five to six years ahead of these children’s mastery levels.

Furthermore, when learning is low on average, there is often wide variation in learning levels among children in the same grade. The same study in India found that learning levels of children in grade 8 varied from a grade 2 learning level to a grade 8 learning level, and everything in between (Muralidharan 2019; Muralidharan and Singh forthcoming). In situations like these, instruction that follows the official curriculum may be aligned only with the learning levels of the highest-performing children who are on par with grade-level expectations, widening preexisting inequalities by teaching to the top performers.

Misalignment, therefore, between children’s learning levels and needs on one hand and the level of curriculum and instruction on the other hand, is common. Such misalignment is also likely to be exacerbated by the school closures and lost learning resulting from the COVID pandemic, making programs that improve alignment all the more critical (Angrist et al. 2021). In recent years many programs and reforms have been implemented to better align instruction with children’s learning levels. Improving this type of alignment helps students master foundational skills that are prerequisites for more advanced skills and helps them continue learning for longer.

Programs that have improved alignment between instruction and children’s learning levels share four key principles (Hwa et al. 2020). The principles are referred to as the ALIGNS principles, which stand for Aligning Levels of Instruction with Goals and the Needs of Students. These principles emerged from a review of cognitive science literature on how children learn, educational research at the classroom level, evaluations of programs aiming to improve instructional alignment, and a desk review of 12 types of approaches that have been collectively implemented in more than 30 countries. In this section, we describe the four principles identified in Hwa et al. (2020) and discuss empirical examples of these principles in action. In Section 3, we discuss the importance of applying these principles through a systems approach and describe one case in more detail that took a systems approach to improving alignment for learning.

The four principles that are common across approaches that improve instructional alignment are as follows:

**Principle 1.** Set clear goals for children’s learning progress in line with children’s current learning levels.

In most low- and middle-income country contexts, particularly for primary school–aged children, setting goals in line with children’s current learning levels means focusing on foundational literacy and numeracy skills (Belafi et al. 2020). Such goals typically relate to ensuring universal mastery of these foundational skills. For example, the Tusome program, a structured pedagogy program in Kenya, set clear foundational literacy goals for students in grades 1, 2, and 3. The goals included achieving benchmarks for reading fluency in Kiswahili and English (Piper et al. 2018).
Setting appropriate learning goals requires an adequate understanding of current learning levels. To this end, many types of learning assessments have been used to inform learning goals. Citizen-led assessments, such as the ASER and Uwezo assessments⁹; national, regional, and international assessments; and program-level assessments administered at the beginning of a program have been used to inform action on setting learning goals and improving learning outcomes (Crouch 2020; Loureiro and Cruz 2020; Kaffenberger and Spivack 2022; Piper et al. 2018; Gove and Wetterberg 2011). In the Tusome example, poor results on Uwezo assessments and Early Grade Reading and Math Assessments provided a wake-up call on poor literacy achievement, driving action and informing appropriate goals.

**Principle 2.** Align instruction to be coherent with children’s current learning levels and targeted learning progress.

Different approaches to improving alignment act on different components of instruction, including national curriculum standards, the content taught in the classroom, teaching and learning materials, support to teachers, assessments used to evaluate students’ progress, and others. Many approaches that were reviewed by Hwa et al. (2020) changed multiple instructional components simultaneously, bringing the components into alignment with each other as well as with children’s learning progress, rather than simply changing one component at a time.

Tanzania, for example, undertook a major curriculum reform to better align the grades 1 and 2 curriculum with children’s needs. A policy document by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology stated that, “the Curriculum for Standard I and II was overloaded with subjects . . . placing less emphasis on the development of the basic skills and competencies in reading, writing and arithmetic that are necessary in order for learners to effectively learn content” (Ministry of Education, Science and Technology 2016). The reform radically reoriented the curriculum, dedicating 80 percent of instructional time to literacy in Kiswahili and mathematics and included new instructional materials and training and support to teachers. An external evaluation estimates that it resulted in large improvements in children’s learning in both subjects (Mbiti and Rodriguez-Segura forthcoming).

In other contexts, programs repurposed existing literacy or mathematics instructional time to prioritize foundational skills and align instruction with children’s current learning levels and needs. This often involved the development of new learning materials and assessments, aligned with children’s learning levels and the goals set under Principle 1, and support to teachers to implement the new approach.

**Principle 3.** Provide effective and coherent support to teachers and other instructors.

Adapting instruction to align with children’s learning levels is a nontrivial undertaking for the teachers and instructors involved. Many approaches that succeed in aligning classroom instruction with children’s learning levels and needs do not confine training to the beginning of the program. Instead, they often provide ongoing coaching so that teachers receive continuous feedback for incremental improvement (Hwa et al. 2020). The feedback, furthermore, is typically

---

⁹ For more on these assessments, see asercentre.org and uwezouganda.org.
focused on reinforcing the key changes to instruction in the program or reform, such as ways of employing new pedagogy, materials, and lesson plans. Coaching also serves as a low-stakes accountability mechanism to that ensure teachers and instructors are implementing the approach appropriately. Intensive support to teachers is particularly necessary in low-capacity systems where teachers often have weak content knowledge (as measured by surveys such as the Service Delivery Indicators) and follow entrenched norms which require continuous follow-up to shift (Popova et al. 2021).

For example, Funda Wande, a nongovernmental organization in South Africa, provides ongoing support to teachers through multiple means. The first is through the provision of a comprehensive curriculum and set of instructional support materials for teachers for early grade reading and math. These include integrated lesson plans, instructional videos, learner activity books, and anthologies10 (Evans and Sorto 2021). An independent evaluation of the early grade reading materials concluded that this integrated package amounted to substantial support for teachers (Mason and Snow 2021). In addition, in the areas where the organization operates, Funda Wande staff train teachers on the learning goals, new curriculum, lesson plans, and other materials involved in the program as well as ongoing coaching and support.11 Ongoing coaching and support include visiting teachers and schools at regular intervals to observe teachers’ instruction and provide constructive feedback and suggestions to help them implement the new approaches (Ardington and Henry 2021; Ardington 2021).

Principle 4. Tailor implementation to the opportunities and constraints of the context.

There is no one-size-fits-all approach to aligning instruction with children’s learning levels and needs. Across the programs reviewed in Hwa et al. (2020), many different approaches were implemented, from national-level curriculum reforms to pilot- or project-level instructional support efforts. A feature that enables a program to work in one context may hinder it somewhere else (Pritchett 2017), and successful programs make a range of choices to adapt an approach to the context in which it is being implemented.

For example, the Tanzania curriculum reform, discussed earlier in this section, focused on alignment at the national level. It reformed the national curriculum standards to align with the perceived needs of all or most grade 1 and 2 students—namely, to have more emphasis and instructional time given to foundational literacy and numeracy. Also at the national level, Atuhurra and Kaffenberger (2020) use the Surveys of Enacted Curriculum to diagnose misalignment between national curriculum standards, national primary leaving exams, and teachers’ instruction in the classroom in Uganda and Tanzania. Such a diagnostic can be used to inform ways to improve alignment at this level.

Other approaches focus on alignment at different levels, such as at the student level. Teaching at the Right Level (TaRL) approaches involve conducting simple literacy and numeracy assessments and grouping students with others at their same level of current mastery (Banerji and

---

10 For examples of these teacher resources see the Funda Wande website, https://fundawande.org/.
11 The organization operates directly in Eastern Cape and Limpopo states of South Africa.
Chavan 2016). Instruction is focused explicitly on the group’s current learning level, with the goal of moving them up to the next level.

Understanding the system and system dynamics can help identify the opportunities and constraints in the context. This in turn can help inform the level of intervention and kind of approach that is most appropriate in that context.

These four principles are shared across many approaches in many contexts around the world. For them to have lasting impact, it is important that the principles not be implemented in isolation. Approaches to align instruction with children’s learning levels and needs must be embedded in a systems approach that takes advantage of system-level opportunities and addresses system-level constraints (Pritchett 2015; RTI 2021). The next section is a deep dive into one program that took a systems approach to achieve results.

3. Alignment for learning viewed through a systems framework

One example of an approach that exemplifies the principles in Section 2 through a systems-oriented approach is the work of Funda Wande in South Africa. Rather than operating as an isolated program, this nongovernmental organization works to affect multiple system levers at once to bring about results. Furthermore, it has done so in a way that has improved foundational learning. Independent evaluations of the curricular materials underlying Funda Wande’s approach have found that they promote universal mastery of basic reading and math and provide comprehensive support to teachers to achieve this (Mason and Snow, 2021; Evans and Sorto 2021). Preliminary evaluations of their impact on children’s ability to read found significant improvements, with an average 0.19 standard deviation improvement in reading proficiency across seven reading indicators (Ardington 2021). A second evaluation found that Funda Wande’s programming increased the portion of grade 1 students who could read least one word by 14 percentage points, and those that could do subtraction by 10 percentage points (Ardington and Henry 2021).12

In this section, we describe a systems framework that can be used for diagnosing system misalignment, informing action to improve alignment, and understanding successful efforts to reorient systems for learning. We then apply this systems framework to the Funda Wande experience, describing how Funda Wande not only addressed instructional misalignments but did so through a system-oriented approach.

3.1. A framework for analyzing education systems

A growing body of work points to the importance of system coherence for learning in achieving results for children (Pritchett 2015; Crouch 2020; Kaffenberger 2021). A systems framework can

---

12 The first evaluation was of Funda Wande’s program in Eastern Cape, and the second was of the organization’s program in Limpopo. Both programs and evaluations were affected by the COVID pandemic in different ways. Please see Ardington (2021) and Ardington and Henry (2021) for more details.
be helpful for providing structure to analysis of system coherence and incoherence for learning
(see Chapter 8.1 by Powers and Paulsell in this volume).

The RISE education systems framework, an extension of the accountability relationships proposed by the 2004 World Development Report, is one useful approach for this type of analysis (Pritchett 2015; Spivack 2021). It encompasses the actors in an education system, which include the government agencies, public and private sector organizations, and individuals at all levels of the system. It also includes the features of the system through which these actors interact. It uses the concept of principal-agent relationships to describe the interactions between actors and features in a system. The four key relationships represented in the systems framework are as follows:

1. **Politics**: the relationship between citizens and the highest executive, legislative, and fiduciary authorities that carry out the functions of the state.
2. **Compact**: the relationship between the highest executive, legislative, and fiduciary authorities and education authorities and organizations that provide education services.
3. **Management**: the relationship between education authorities and organizations and school leaders and teachers providing services to children.

The five features through which these four relationships interact are as follows:

1. **Delegation**: objectives or tasks the principal expects the agent to fulfill.
2. **Finance**: the resources the principal provides to the agent for the task(s).
3. **Information**: observations and data the principal uses to assess the agent’s performance.
4. **Support**: training and preparation the principal provides to equip the agent to fulfill the task.
5. **Motivation**: how the principal motivates the agent to achieve the task(s).

The four key relationships and five features can be combined into a $5 \times 4$ matrix (Table 1). Many interventions in education systems focus on activities in one cell of the framework. For example, a teacher training program may fall in the Management-Support cell (as education authorities provide support to teachers). However, the framework encourages consideration of how any one cell interacts with others. If the teacher training (in the Management-Support cell) is not aligned with the curriculum teachers are required to use (in the Management-Delegation cell, as education authorities delegate a curriculum to teachers) or the outcomes used to evaluate teacher performance (in the Management-Information cell, as education authorities collect data on teacher performance), then it is less likely to succeed (Spivack 2021).

Analyzing Funda Wande’s efforts to improve foundational learning through the lens of this systems framework reveals how they affected multiple elements in the system (multiple cells in the matrix) to bring about improved alignment for learning.

### 3.2. A case study of Funda Wande
Funda Wande was founded in 2017 by a coalition of philanthropists, academic researchers, and education experts. It set a goal of ensuring that all children in South Africa would be able to read for meaning and calculate with confidence by age 10—an ambitious goal in a country where 78 percent of 10-year-olds lacked basic literacy. Its goals were informed by analysis of learning trajectories, based on national and international assessments for South Africa (Spaull and Kotze 2015). Figure 3, drawn from the study, shows the effective grade (that is, the grade reflected in children’s performance) in mathematics for children in grades 3, 4, 5, 6, and 9 by income quintile. Assuming that children in quintile 5 (the top income group) roughly track grade-level expectations, the authors find that the bottom four quintiles are on average three years behind expected learning for their grade (Spaull and Kotze 2015). This analysis aligns with Principle 1 in Section 2, as assessment data were used to inform goals in line with children’s learning levels and needs.

Figure 3. Mathematics learning trajectories for South Africa by national socioeconomic quintiles


Source: Spaull and Kotze 2015, with updated graph provided by authors.

The founding team further identified key factors that were contributing to low learning. One was that teachers’ content knowledge was poor. One assessment of teachers found that a high proportion of grade 6 teachers were unable to answer grade 6 math questions that their students...
would be expected to complete (Spaull 2015). Furthermore, although education authorities delegated instruction in foundational reading and math skills in local language in early grades, there was little support to enable to teachers to do this (Samji and Kapoor 2021). There was insufficient preservice training in the pedagogy of foundational skills instruction, virtually no training in how to teach in local language, and insufficient teaching materials and readings for children in these languages. Moreover, financing and availability of teaching materials varied across schools and neighborhoods (Samji and Kapoor 2021).

Finally, the founding team understood the importance of gathering information about the system and operating at a systems level. This was important both to better understand the problems the system faced and develop potential solutions, and to build buy-in among stakeholders, particularly in government, for making changes (Samji and Kapoor 2021).

The team intentionally set out to improve the government education system, working in and with public schools, rather than working in parallel to them. They determined that achieving universal literacy would require reaching every child, and the philanthropic sector in South Africa is small compared to the government’s reach. They concluded, therefore, that the best use of philanthropic money would be to leverage it to influence the government to make foundational skills a priority and improve public school teachers’ ability to deliver foundational learning (Spaull 2021).

Armed with this understanding of the challenges their system faced, the Funda Wande team set out to iteratively develop solutions to this challenge. Their efforts, which hew closely to the ALIGNS principles discussed in Section 2, began in Eastern Cape and later expanded to two additional states. It had three primary strands:

(i) **Develop teaching and learning materials to support good teaching, and make these affordable and accessible to all.** Funda Wande developed suites of teaching and learning materials in local languages, aligned to the government curriculum, and officially approved by government authorities in states where they work (Funda Wande 2019). These included teachers guides with lesson plans as well as learner activity books and reader anthologies for children to go along with the lessons. All of these were available in the local languages and adapted to be fit for purpose in instruction in local language (Mason and Snow 2021; Evans and Sorto 2021). Recognizing that finances can be a barrier, Funda Wande printed many stories together in graded anthologies and published them under a creative commons license to reduce their costs (Funda Wande 2019). In the systems framework, these efforts brought support in line with delegation in the management relationship (A and E in Table 1). Funda Wande also recognized that lack of finance can be a barrier to accessing materials and were mindful to develop suites of materials that would be affordable to low-performing schools (D in Table 1).

![Table 1: RISE 5 × 4 Framework with Funda Wande activities mapped](image)
| Delegation | A | • Build government support for the foundational learning agenda with clear goals (100% of children reading for meaning and calculating with confidence by 2030) |
| Finance | B | • Focus attention on leveraging philanthropic money to improve public sector performance |
| Support | C | • Align materials and training with government mandate to teach in local languages |
| Information | D | • Ensure that materials are aligned with mandated curriculum and officially sanctioned by authorities |
| Motivation | E | • Develop teacher training and coach training programs aimed at preparing teachers to teach reading and basic math in local languages |
| | F | • Offer teacher trainings in foundational skills instruction as part of a degree certificate at a university |

Source: Adapted from Pritchett (2015), with Authors’ analysis of Funda Wande activities.
(ii) **Cultivate teachers’ practical teaching skills.** Funda Wande developed detailed training courses to develop teachers’ ability to provide foundational instruction in local languages. In addition to directly providing this training, they produced videos of trainings and made all the trainings and materials available online. Furthermore, Funda Wande has developed an Advanced Certificate in Early Literacy at Rhodes University for heads of department, teachers, literacy practitioners, and coaches in consultation with the State Department of Education and oriented to align with state requirements (Taylor 2021). Offering the course as a certificate program acknowledges the importance of teacher professional development and creates incentives and motivation for teachers to go through the training for their own professional advancement (F in Table 1) (Hwa and Pritchett 2021). These efforts further bring support into alignment with delegation (E in Table 1).

(iii) **Build government support for the foundational learning agenda and maintain authorization and uptake of Funda Wande’s work in government.** Finally, recognizing that the government is the biggest spender and agenda setter in education, Funda Wande undertook significant policy engagement efforts both to build and maintain authorization for their programs and also more broadly to influence government priorities (Samji and Kapoor 2021; Spaull 2021; Taylor 2021). Outcomes of these efforts include the successful adoption of Funda Wande materials as government-sanctioned instructional materials. More broadly, the organization has seen notable success in advancing its “reading for meaning” message and associated priorities throughout the system. Examples include inclusion of a national reading goal in State Education plans, mention of a national reading goal in a presidential speech in 2019, and the launch of a national 2030 Reading Panel drawing national attention and policy commitment to achieving universal reading for 10-year-olds by 2030 (Kapoor and Samji 2021; 2030 Reading Panel, 2022). Taken together, these efforts illustrate the work Funda Wande has done to build and maintain delegation for foundational learning, particularly in the Compact relationship (A and B in Table 1).

**Conclusion**

The growing urgency and relevance of the learning crisis in low- and middle-income countries has fostered a methodological turn toward using systems approaches to evaluate the drivers of the crisis and possible solutions to it. In this chapter, we contribute to efforts to translate systems thinking from a conceptual approach into an empirical subdiscipline within education. We do this by applying and presenting findings from three methods for systems thinking in education: learning trajectories; the ALIGNS principles; and the RISE systems framework.

These methods, and our findings, are relevant to education reformers interested in improving learning at scale in at least two ways. They can each be used to **diagnose** the degree of coherence in an education system that is constraining or enabling learning, and to **prioritize actions** that will make the system more coherent for learning (Kaffenberger and Spivack 2021). Both use cases are applicable at multiple points in a policy or program’s lifecycle. During the ex ante program design stage, these methods can guide how to shape a policy or program so that it fits within the
wider system and stands the best chance of being interpolated in ways that improve learning. The same methods can also be applied for ex post evaluation to understand how a policy or program was more or less coherent with the wider system and why this (in)coherence translated into a greater or lesser impact on learning.

Learning trajectories often reveal system-level dynamics that are, in general, poorly understood. Many policies and programs are ineffective, at least on the margin of improving learning, because they fail to take these dynamics into account. For example, disproportionate resources are directed to catch-up efforts in the later schooling years that precede school-leaving exams, when learning trajectories reveal that in fact children begin to fall behind in the earliest years of primary school when they struggle to master foundational skills. Other programs exclusively focus on the relative differences between groups without acknowledging the larger systemic problems affecting the advantaged and disadvantaged alike. Building and analyzing learning trajectories is a first step to understanding how and when to intervene to improve learning in any specific education system.

The dynamics reflected in learning trajectories analyses point to a common diagnosis of system incoherence: instruction is often incoherent with children’s actual learning levels. Instruction, however, is its own complex subsystem with multiple moving parts, which makes it difficult to know how to intervene. This is where our second tool, the set of four ALIGNS principles, is applicable. These principles distill the key parts of the instructional subsystem that are often incoherent with each other. The principles underscore that there is no single programmatic silver bullet to improving instruction, but rather there are principles that must be flexibly adapted to the opportunities and constraints in a particular education system. These principles guide program design by ensuring that prospective interventions incorporate all principles, rather than trying to act on single parts of the instructional subsystem in isolation.

The third tool discussed, the RISE education systems framework, has multiple potential uses, all of which center on identifying the degree of coherence between the relationships and sub-elements that constitute the framework. Although we apply it in this chapter to better understand the success of a program that incorporates ALIGNS principles, it can be used to evaluate any education program or policy. It can also be used ex ante to diagnose the areas of coherence and incoherence in an education system and to inform entry points where a program or policy could catalyze greater coherence. It could also help identify likely pain points, where a program is at risk of clashing with existing parts of the system. In all cases, the framework provides the narrative outline for an evaluation of a program’s coherence with the education system it seeks to change.

Learning trajectories, the ALIGNS principles, and the RISE systems framework each stand on their own as methods of education systems analysis. They are not sequential, but they are complementary and can be used separately or together in a multipronged effort to analyze and inform action in an education system. What they share is a commitment to concretize systems thinking and bring insights to bear on the design and evaluation of programs intended to improve learning.
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